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1. Introduction. In dimension theory it is well known [2, p. 65] that a finite-

dimensional separable metrizable space may be topologically embedded in a com-

pact metrizable space of the same dimension. A natural question is whether an

analogous statement holds for the various types of infinite-dimensional spaces

defined in [6, pp. 161-162]. Our main result is that strongly countable-dimensional

absolute G6-spaces have strongly countable-dimensional compactifications. (A

space is strongly countable-dimensional if it is a countable union of closed finite-

dimensional subsets.) We restrict ourselves exclusively to separable metrizable

spaces, assuming a fixed compatible metric to be given whenever necessary. Nota-

tion and definitions will be as in [3] and [6].

E. G. Sklyarenko has shown [7, p. 40] that weakly infinite-dimensional spaces

have weakly infinite-dimensional compactifications. He also gives an example

[7, p. 42] of a strongly countable-dimensional space which has neither a countable-

dimensional nor a strongly countable-dimensional compactification. Hence, an

added condition is necessary to insure that a countable-dimensional or strongly

countable-dimensional space has the desired compactification. Lelek has shown [5]

that if X is countable-dimensional and an absolute Gö, then X has a countable-

dimensional compactification. In the same paper he raises the question which

Theorem 2 answers affirmatively, namely, whether his result is true with countable-

dimensional replaced by strongly countable-dimensional (weakly countable-

dimensional in [5]).

2. Some preliminary propositions. Throughout this paper letters such as /, j, k

will denote positive integers. Also, unless stated otherwise, notation such as {Ax}

and (J At will always denote {Ai 11=1, 2,...} and Ui" i A- If there are double

subscripts, then the variable one will be indicated. The following proposition may

be proved easily by using the results and techniques of [2, pp. 53-55], and so the

proof is omitted.

Proposition 1. Let M<=X with dim M^n. Let {Ut} be a collection of sets open

in X and covering M. Then there is a collection {Kj} of sets open in X and covering M
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such that ord{Vi}^n+\ and such that Vkin+1)+j<= Uk+1 for k = 0, 1, 2,... and

y=i,2,...,«+i.

Proposition 2. Let G be an open subset of a totally bounded space Y and let

Mi, M2,..., Mr be relatively closed subsets of G with dim Mi = mi<co for i= 1,

2,..., r. Let e > 0. 77ze« r/zere is a collection {GJ jmc/j that

(i) G = U Gf,
(ii) G^Gfori=\,2,...,

(iii) Gt is o/?e« in Y for i= 1, 2,...,

(iv) diam G( < e /or i=1,2,... and diam G; -> 0 as i -> oo,

(v) {Gj} is star-finite, and,

(vi) ordlGj | Gt meett M1 u M2 u- • u Mfc}^wji + 1 +m2 + H-+ wjfc+l /or

fc= 1, 2,..., r.

Proof. By a very slight modification of [4, Proposition 5, p. 114] there exists a

collection ^0 = {G0-i}i satisfying (i)-(v). Letting M0= 0 and m0 = — 1, we see that

satisfies (vi) for /c = 0. We now inductively define collections satisfying (i)-(v)

and (vi) for k= 1, 2,..., r successively. Suppose ^n is a collection satisfying

(i)-(v) and (vi) for k = Q, 1,...,«. Let C=M0 u Mt u - • -u Mn. Then {G^-C^

is an open cover of G — C, so by Proposition 1 there is an open collection

covering Mn+1-C such that ord {Vi}^mn+1 + 1 and such that

(a) ^((m„ + i + l) + i C Gu (+1 — C

for ;=0, 1, 2,... and j= 1, 2,..., mn+1 +1.

Let
^n+i = {Gn>i-(C u Mn+1)}( u {FJ u {Gn>i I Gn>i meets C}

= {Gn+i,i}i,

where in the last sequence we rename the sets in the union. Using (a) we easily see

that ^„+i satisfies (i)-(v), and it is clear that @n+1 satisfies (vi) for k = 0, 1,..., n.

Let Jt=jf u £e, where

Jf = {Gn-( I Gn,i meets M0 u M1 u • ■ ■ u Mn},

and

JSf = {K, I K, meets Mn+1}.

Let s = Wi + 1 + m2 + 1 + • • ■ + wn+! + 1, and let ^ be a set of s + 1 distinct elements

of . If 0" n Jf" contains (w0 + 1 + wzi +1 + • ■ • + mn + 1) +1 or more elements, then

Pi 2P= 0, since ord Jf^w0+1 +m1 + l + ■ ■ ■ +mn+1. If this is not the case, then

P n JS? must contain (mn+1 +1)4-1 or more elements. Then again (~) 0 since

ord J?^mn+1 + 1. Therefore ord^^s. The induction is complete, and the col-

lection @r satisfies the requirements of the proposition.

In our terminology the term "simplex" always denotes a closed simplex with the

Euclidean topology. I03 denotes the Hilbert cube, and if x e Ia, then the first

coordinate of x will be called the abscissa of x. The following proposition is
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essentially contained in [4, Proposition 2, p. 213] and is stated here for the sake of

completeness.

Proposition 3. Let a sequence of points {gt} be given in Ia such that the abscissa

of each g{ is zero, and let a sequence of positive numbers {ej be given. Then there is a

sequence of points {pt} in Im satisfying

(i) </(/>„ gt)<e(/or/= 1,2,....

(ii) The abscissa of pt is positive for i= 1, 2, —

(iii) Each finite subset {p^p^,.. - ,Pin} of {pt} spans an n-simplex.

(iv) Each subspace of I03 which is the union of a countable star-finite collection of

Simplexes spanned by finite subsets of {pt} is a polytope with the weak topology.

3. The main theorems. The term "map" will be reserved for continuous

functions. The first theorem is analogous to [4, Theorem 1, p. 215], but the con-

ditions concerning dimension are new and will be crucial in the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Let C be a closed subset of a compact space Y and let £ > 0. Let

Mx, M2,..., Mr be closed subsets of Y such that dim Mi = wij < oo for i= 1, 2,..., r.

Then there is an e-map f from Y into Ia such that

®f(C)nf(Y-C)=0,
(ii) f\C is a homeomorphism,

(iii) /(Y — C) is a countable polytope P,

(iv) P=\J Si, where {XJ is the collection of Simplexes of P and diam S, 0 as

i-¥ oo,

(v) dim/(M(-C)^Wi + \+m2 +1 + • • • +mtfor i= 1, 2,..., r.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that Y<^ Ia, and then that the

abscissa of each point of Y is zero. If C= Y, then/may be taken to be the inclusion

map of Tin Ia, so we assume that CV Y. Let G= F-C and let S?={G,} satisfy the

conditions of Proposition 2 for G, Y, and Mx — C, M2 — C,...,Mr — C, with

diam G(<e/8 for /'= 1, 2,.... In the remainder of the proof we consider only those

integers /' for which G(# 0, even though we retain the same notation and continue

to write i= 1,2,.... For each /'= 1, 2,... choose a g4 e Gu Now choose points

Pt e Ia such that

d(Pu gd < min {l/i, e/8}

and such that the sequence {/>;} satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.

Let N be the union of the collection of simplexes in /" defined as follows. Each

simplex of the collection is spanned by a finite subset of {pt} and {pio,pH, ■ ■ - ,pln}

spans a simplex in the collection if and only if Gio n Gh n ■ • • n Gin ̂  0. By

Proposition 3, TV is a polytope with the weak topology.

Define a function/': F-> /ra by

f {x) = x if x £ C,

= If-1 d(x, Y- GdpJ If-1 d(x, Y- Gd  ifxeY- C.
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A standard argument shows that /' is continuous, and that d(y,f\y))<e/4 for

each ye Y. f \ C is the identity map on C and f'(Y—C)<^N. Each vertex of yV, and

hence each point of /V, has abscissa greater than zero, so f'(C) n f'(Y—C) = 0.

If N is finite, then by repeating the empty simplex we may write N = \J 2,, where

diam 2f -> 0 as / -> 00. Suppose 7Y is infinite, and let S > 0. Let N= \J 2,. There is an

integer j0 such that i^j0 implies that diam Gt<8/6 and l/i<8/6. Since yV is star-

finite, there is an integer k0 such that for k>k0 none of the points pu p2, ■. .,pio

is a vertex of 2fc. Suppose k>k0 and let 2fc be spanned by pio,pix,. ■ .,pk. Then for

s=0,

d(pis, gt.) < l/i, < 8/6
and

d(gis,giB) ^ diam (?is + diam Gio < 8/3.

Hence d(pis, gio) < 8/2, so that diam Sfc < 8. Therefore diam 2;    0 as _/ -> 00.

As a subset of 710 yV is bounded, so by repeated barycentric subdivision /V may be

triangulated into simplexes of diameter less than e/4. Since each "old" simplex of N

yields only finitely many "new" ones, we may write N={J S, where diam S, -> 0

as /-> 00 and {2J is the collection of all "new" simplexes of N. We use the "new"

simplexes in the next construction.

We now define a map F taking /'(Y)r\N onto a subpolytope P of N. Let ^

be the set of all simplexes S of yV such that 2 is a face of no other simplex of yV.

Since yV is star-finite, N={J J^. Let ^ = {2,}. For each i define a map hi from

/'(F) n 2, into yV as follows. If 2,c:/'(y)) then let hi be the identity injection.

If 2j d:/'( Y), then since /'(Y) is compact, there is a point

<7ie(Int2i)-/'(10;

in this case, let ht project f'(Y) n 2, into the boundary of 2f from qt. Define a

function/0 from/'(Y) n yVinto yV by /0 = U Aj. /0 is clearly well defined, and since

yV has the weak topology, /0 is a map.

Next, let Jt-t = {2 I 2 e ^ and 2c/'(Y), or 2 is a face of a simplex 2' in such

that 2'd:/'(Y)}. Let iVj = U -^1 and let J^i be the set of all simplexes 2 of A^j such

that 2 is a face of no other simplex of Nx. We again have that N1 = {J&\. Clearly

fo(f'(Y) n yVJc/Vi. Define a map A from f0(f'(Y) n 7Y) into yVj in the same way

that/, was defined, replacing/'(F) by/„(/'(F) n yV).

Continue in this manner to obtain a decreasing sequence N0 = N, Nu N2,... of

subpolytopes of yV and maps

f0 :f(Y)nN-+Nu
A :/>(/'( F)n/V)->yV2,

U ■■MMf'(Y)nN))-+N3,

These maps clearly have the property that for each f\y) e N the sequence

{/»»/»-i--/o»/'(]')|« = 0, 1,2,...}
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is eventually constant. Define a function F from /'(F) n TV into N by letting

F(f'(y)) be the eventually constant value of the above sequence.

Let 2 be a simplex of N. It is clear that there is an integer n such that

fm °/m-l °- • -°/o °/'(j0 = fn °/n-l °' • -°/o "/'M

for all w=n and all f'(y) e 2. Hence

F I (/'(F) n 2) = /„ o/n_j o. • .o/0 I (/'(F) n 2).

Since TV has the weak topology, F is a map. It is easily seen that F(f'(y)) is in the

same simplexes as f'(y) for each f'{y) e iV. Further, F(f'( F) n 2) is the union of

certain faces of 2 for each simplex 2 of N, so that F(f'( Y) n N) is a subpolytope

Pof JV.

Define a function / from F into Ia by

/(z) = z        if zeC,

= Ff'(z)   if z e F-C.

Since f(z) and f'(z) are in the same simplexes for z e F— C, a standard argument

shows that/is continuous. Properties (i)-(iv) certainly hold for/ N was triangulated

into simplexes of diameter less than e/4, so that d(f(y),f'(y))<e/4 for each j/e K

Therefore

d(f(y),y) = ̂ AjU'WHWj)^)
< e/4+e/4 = e/2.

It is then clear that / is an e-map.

We need now only verify (v). Let y e M^ — C, and let ni = m1 +1 +m2+1 + • • •

+ Wi. By the properties of the open cover 'S, y is in at most «>+1 elements of 'S.

Hence f\y) is in a simplex of dimension not greater than «j. Since f'(y) and f(y)

are in the same simplexes and since subdividing a simplex does not raise its di-

mension, f(y) is in a simplex of dimension not greater than «f. Thus /(A/j — C)

CIJI2,- I 2,- is a simplex of P and dim2;^nj}. By the countable sum theorem

[2, p. 30] and the subspace theorem [2, p. 26]

dim f(Mt-C) ^ m,

for f=l, 2,..., r.

The goal of this paper is reached by the following theorem. In fact, the theorem

yields the desired compactification in such a way that the remainder is a pseudo-

polytope. (A metric space is called a pseudopolytope if it is the union of a sequence

{2j} of simplexes such that for any positive integers i and j 2; n 2, is either empty or

a face of both 2, and 2, and such that diam 2f -> 0 as i -> oo.)

Theorem 2. Le? X be strongly countable-dimensional and an absolute G6. Then

there is a strongly countable-dimensional compactification dX of X such that dX— X

is a pseudopolytope.
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Proof. Let X={J Fu where Ft is closed and dim Fi = mi<co for i=\, 2,.... By

a result of Hurewicz [1, p. 207] there is a compactification cX of X such that

dim FiX = mi for i= 1, 2.Since Xis an absolute Gd, there are compact subsets

Ylt Y2,... of c A such that F,<= Yl+1 and cX-X=\J Yt. Let F0 = 0, and let

«/c = /Wi + l+/M2+lH-

for fc=l, 2.Let z be any positive integer. By Theorem 1 there is a 1/7-map/

from Yt into Ia such that

(i) fi(Yi.1)nft(Yi-Yl.1)=0,
(ii) /| F4_i is a homeomorphism,

(iii) ft(,Yt— Kf_i) is a countable polytope Nt,

(iv) Nt = [Jj EtJ where diam Su -> 0 as 7 -> 00,

(v) dim/4(Ff* n (F,- F,_i))^«fc for fc=l, 2,..., i.

Decompose into sets fc\z) for z e/j(Ff-F-i) and into individual points

x e X. Let the quotient space be dX and the quotient map be/.

We show that the decomposition of cX is upper semicontinuous. Let U be an

open set in cX containing a point x of X. There is a positive e such that xeS^x)^ [/

and there is a positive integer z0 such that l//'0 < e/2. Then the set

U if-\z) \f~\z) c        Fi0 and/"Hz) meets Se/2(x)}

may easily be shown to be an inverse set which is a neighborhood of x contained

in U.

Suppose thatf~1(z0)<= F,0- Yio.1 and that/_1(z0)c: U, where [/ is open in cX.

Since /_1(zo) is compact, there is a positive e such that 5'£(/_1(z0))c: £/, and then

there is an integer/0='o such that 1//'0<e/2. Let

A = U C^OO \f-\z) c cJT- F,0 and/"\z) meets 5,/a(/-l(z0))},

5 = U if-H?) \f-\z) c r;o n Stf-\z$}t
C = A \j B.

Then C is clearly an inverse set containing /_1(zo) and contained in £/. If the

decomposition of Yk is upper semicontinuous for each k, then B= V n YJo, where

Fis open in cA\ Then V n 5,£/2(/"1(zo))c: C, so that Cis a neighborhood off~1(z0).

We show by induction that the decomposition of Yk is upper semicontinuous for

each k. / is a closed map on Ff for /= 1,2,.... Since the decompositions of Fx

induced by/andfx are the same, the decomposition of Y1 is upper semicontinuous.

Suppose this is true of Yk-lf and let U be open in Yk with/-1(z0)c: U- If /-1(zo)

cJjj-Fi.!, then since/and/„ induce the same decompositions of Yk— Ffc_x and

/fc|(Ffc— Ffc_i) is clearly a closed map,

\J{f-\z)\f-\z)<^ UniY.-Y^)}
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is a neighborhood of/ 1(z0). Suppose/ 1(z0)c Yk-i- Since the decomposition of

yk_! is upper semicontinuous,

Uif-Kz) \f-\z) c t/n r.-o = r*.!,

where W<= {7 and W is open in Ffc. Since fk is closed on Yk,

A = \J{fk-\z)\fk-\z)^ W)

is open in Yk. But ^ n yfc_!=IFn since /fc|Ffc-i is a homeomorphism.

Therefore .4 is an inverse set with respect to /, and clearly

f-\z0) <=        W<= U.

Hence the decomposition of Yk is upper semicontinuous.

Since the decomposition of cX is upper semicontinuous,/: cX^-dX is a closed

map, and dX is a compact metrizable space. X is an inverse set for / and/| X is

one-one, so that f\ X is a homeomorphism. Hence dX is a compactification of X.

For each i define a function ^:/i(Ft) -*•/(FJ by giifiiy)) =/Cv). It is easy to show

that gi|/i(Fj— Fj.j) is a uniformly continuous homeomorphism.

/i( Fj - Fi _ J is a polytope N^l™, where JVj = 1J; 2M, with diam SM -> 0 asy -> oo.

Since gj is uniformly continuous and Nt is bounded, we may triangulate Nt into

simplexes which we also call 2U in such a way that diam gj(2i;) < 1/j for all / and

diam gi(2y) -> 0 as j -» oo. Now

jx-jsr = Uf(Yi-r.-O - U [Uft(sw)].

If iVA:, then and gfc(2ki) are clearly disjoint. Since gi|/(Fj- F^) is a

homeomorphism,/(Fi- Fj_1)=gj(/(Fi- F^)) is a polytope. Hence by the prop-

erty of the diameters of the g^i,) it is clear that dX— Xisa pseudopolytope.

Now dX- X is a pseudopolytope and X<= IJf Fic Ui F?x- Hence we can finish

the proof by showing that Fjlx is strongly countable-dimensional for all k. Let k be

fixed.

Since / is a closed map, FkiX=f{F^x). Since /(Fj- F^) is homeomorphic to

/(Fi- F_i) for all»,

dim/(F^ ^(F.-Fi.,)) ^ «*

for all i}zk.

Let

for /SA:, and let Dk = \Jj%k Et. It is easily shown that Et is closed in Dk for all

i-k. Now dim Ek^nk, so suppose dim £(^«fc. Since

= £iU/(F^n(Fi + 1-F,))

and

dim/(F^n(Fi+1-Fi)) = nk,
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dim Ei+1^nk by [2, Corollary 1, p. 32]. By induction dim Et^nk for all i^k, so that

dim Dk^nk by the countable sum theorem [2, p. 30]. By [2, Proposition B, p. 28]

dim Dku Fk^ nk + mk + l.

Now f(F^x n yfc_i) is closed in dX—X, so that f(F£x n Yk_1) is a countable

union of compact finite-dimensional sets. Since

DkvFk = nx-mx^ Ffc_i),

Dfc u Fj. is an open subset of the compact space F£x. By Proposition 2, Dfc u Fk

= Ui Gkl, where the closure Hki of Gki in Fkx is contained in Dk u F^. for all i. But

//M = Gif n Fjf = G#.

Therefore dim Gkx^nk + mk+l, so that Dfc u Ffc, and hence Fkx, is a countable

union of compact finite-dimensional sets.

Recall that a completion of a space X is an absolute G6 containing A' as a dense

subspace. Theorem 2 then immediately yields the following.

Corollary 1. A space X has a strongly countable-dimensional compactification

if and only if it has a strongly countable-dimensional completion.
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